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Methods in Transportation Eonometris and

Statistis (Master)

Winter semester 2021/22, Tutorial No. 13

Problem 13.1: Life-yle assessment (LCA) of internal ombustion and

battery-eletri vehiles

In order to assess and ompare the global CO2 �footprints� of a onventional middle-lass

gasoline/Diesel ar (internal ombustion vehile, ICV) and a omparable battery-eletri ve-

hile (BEV),

1

we investigate the three phases of the lifeyle of both types of ar (or of any

other produt): prodution, driving/operation, and wreking/reyling. Following materials

are needed for the three phases:

Both gasoline/Diesel vehiles and BEVs:

1. Steel: 900 kg for the prodution, 100 kg during driving (spare parts). At wreking time, 20%

of the steel an be reyled at zero additional emission,

2. Aluminum: 100 kg for the prodution, nothing relevant during operation, 40% an be rey-

led w/o further emission.

3. Plasti: 100 kg (sum during all three phases),

4. Rubber: 30 kg for general parts plus one set of tyres (5 kg per tyre) during prodution, three

further sets of tyres during the lifetime, no useful reyling.

Additionally for the gasoline/Diesel vehiles:

5. Lead starter batteries weighting 12 kg: One plus two spares during the lifetime.

6. Fuel onsumption: On average 6 liters/100 km during the lifetime of 200 000 km (fuel

needed during prodution is inluded in the prodution emission fators, see below).

Additionally for the BEVs:

5. Two Lithium driving batteries weighting 300 kg eah (there are no starter batteries).

6. Eletri energy demand by driving: On average, 20 kWh per 100 km.

1

There is another type of vehiles with eletrial engines, namely fuel ells generating eletriity in situ out of

hydrogen. Therefore we do not simply say �eletrial vehiles�, or similar.
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The questions

(a) Consider the ICV �rst and formulate the life-yle inventory (�Sahbilanz �) ~ys for all three
phases of the vehile life.

(b) Calulate the diret CO2-emissions edir
1

(1 stands for the �rst �pollutant�: CO2) aused by

driving (�operation�) assuming gasoline as fuel whose emission fator of 2.39 kg CO2/liter

is derived diretly from the hemistry. Also give the diret CO2 emission during driving

in units of g/km.

() Now alulate the indiret CO2-emissions eindir
1

= (C~ys)1 from the life-yle inventory

assuming a CO2 omponent of the emission-fator matrix (�rst line) of

~C
CO2

= (C1j) = (4, 30, 2, 2, 20, 0.4 kg/liter).

Also explain why the �rst �ve omponents are dimensionless and what is the meaning of

the 6th omponent 0.4 kg/liter.

Compare the CO2 emissions during prodution/reyling and during operation. Whih

one is higher?

(d) Now rede�ne the CO2 line of the emission fator matrix (→ (C̃1j)) suh that the total

CO2 emissions (sum of diret and indiret emissions) an be alulated by e1 = (C̃~ys)1

(e) Disuss following politial ation solely from the point of view of CO2 emissions: �Wrek

middle-aged and older ars (onsumption 10 l/100 km, remaining operational life phase of

100 000 km) and replae them by the same number of (subsidized) new ars (onsumption

5 l/100 km)�

(f) Perform the LCA for the BEV assuming for the Li-batteries the same CO2 emission

fator of 20 as for the lead batteries and the spei� emission fator c1,el = 480 g/kWh of

German energy mix (�DE mix�) in 2018.

(g) Perform a sensitivity analysis by assuming (i) the �China mix� (emission fator 1 000 g/kWh),

(ii) the �Norway/Sweden mix� (50 g/kWh), (iii) the DE mix but only one Lithium battery

lasting the whole vehile life.

(h) Calulate the kilometer equivalent of the CO2 emission during prodution (how many km

must be driven to emit the same amount?) for the onsidered ICV and BEV (DE mix).

How many kilometers both the BEV (DE mix) and the ICV must be driven suh that

the BEV outperforms the ICV regarding total CO2 emissions?
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